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Building on the worV. of his predecessors, Leonard 
Bloomfield helped solidify a descriptive framework and 
vocabulary for the understanding of Algonquian languages. 
Bloomfield's "Algonquian" <1946>, known as "the Sketch", 
continues to be used as a synopsis of the major morphosyntactic 
phenomena of the language family. 

Cheyenne, a geographically western member of the Algonquian 
family, is easily described within the Bloomfleldian categories. 
Once one understands important phonological innovations which 
initially make Cheyenne appear somewhat divergent from the more 
commonly studied "central" languages, the basic outlines of 
Cheyenne morphosyntax look very much like those of other 
Algonquian languages. 

Using Bloomfield's vocabulary, there are, for. Instance, 
three verbal orders within Cheyenne: Independent, Conjunct, and 
Imperative. The orders are structurally distinguished by having 
distinct morphological paradigms. And they have different 
functions. On the whole verbs of the Independent order appear 
as independent clauses. Verbs of the Conjunct order appear as 
dependent clauses <with a few exceptions). And verbs of the 
Imperative order appear as commands. 

J. INDEPENDENT MODES. Within orders there is 
subcategorization by modes. Analysis of verbs of the 
Independent order yields f Ive mode categories. The categories 
are clearly distinguished sufflxally, Semantically, the modes 
encode distinct evidential and modal information. The five 
Independent modes are salient to Cheyenne speakers who 
manipulate them for rhetorical effect. 

The five Independent modes, illustrated with the verb stem 
/-n~men~/ 'sing', are: 

(J) Indicative <Eyei'litness> 
~-n~m~ne /~-n~men~/ 'he sang'l 

3-slng 

<2> Yes/No Interrogative 
~-n~men~-he /~-n~men~-he/ 'Did he sing?' 

3-sing-INTERR 
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<3> Dubitative <Inferential> 
m6-n~men~-h~-he /m6=n~mene-h~-h~I 'he must have sung' 

OUB=s i ng-NEG-NONAFF I RM 

<4> Attributive <Hearsay) 
~-n~men~-s~stse /~-n,men,-seht/ 'he is said to have 

3-sing-ATTRIB sung' 

<5> Preterit <"Mediate"/Emphatic/Surprisal> 
,_n,men~-hoo'o /~-n,men,-hoon/ 'he sang!' 

3-sing-PRET 

David Pentland (1984:14) first noticed the morphological 
relationship of what has been called the "Mediate• mode of 
Cheyenne <Petter 1952, Leman 1980) to the Preterit mode of other 
Algonquian languages. The Attributive and Preterit modes 
commonly occur in Cheyenne legends and folktales. 

2.1. CONJUNCT MODES. Whi 1e recognition of the five modes 
of the Independent order is clearcut, it is not nearly so easy 
to determine the number of Conjunct modes in Cheyenne. In Leman 
<1980:24> I suggested a list of nine. In Leman <1987b:433) the 
number was increased to ten. Following the methodology which I 
have used earlier, we can, in fact, probably increase the number 
to twelve or thirteen. But are there actually that many 
distinct Conjunct modes in Cheyenne? Can such a relatively 
large list actually be reduced to a smaller one, using reliable 
structural and/or functional criteria? This is the issue at 
hand. 

2.2.1; CONJIJ-ICT SUFFIX SETS. Independent order verbs mark 
person by prefixation. There is interaction with suffixes for 
number and local/direct/inverse distinctions, e.g. 

(6) nA-mane 'I drank' 
n'-mane 'You <sg.> drank' 
'-mane 'He drank' 
nA-man,-me 'We <exc1 ,) drank' 
n'-voom-Atse 'I saw you (sg.)' 
n'-voom-e 'You <sg.> saw me' 
n'-voom-ll'e 'They saw you' 

Conjunct verbs, on the other hand, mark all person 
info1mation through suffixation, different suffix sets from 
those found in the Independent order. 

Four structurally distinct suffix sets are found in the 
Conjunct. All person combinations appear in each set, as they 
do in the Independent, except that the exclusive vs. inclusive 
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distinction of the first person Independent is neutralized in 
the Conjunct. We label the four sets Participle, Indicative, 
Subjunctive, and Iterative, with rationale for the labeling to 
be seen in the remainder of this paper. 

The Participle, Indicative, and Subjunctive suffix sets are 
distinct from each other only in the third person. Even in the 
third person, the paradigms are maximally distinct only in third 
person plural and the obviative. The Iterative takes person 
endings (of the Indicative> plus Iterative suffix I-et/: 

Participle: /-ht/ '3SG', /-se/ '3PL', /-te-se/ '3'' 
Indicative: /-s/ '3SG', /-v6s/ '3PL', /-te-s/ '3'' 
Subjunctive: /-ht/ '3SG', /-v6ht/ '3PL', /-te-ht/ '3'' 
Iterative: /-s-et/ '3SG', /-v6ht/ '3PL', /-te-s-et/ '3'' 

2.2.2. PARTICIPLE. The Participle encodes "relative 
clauses•, both with and without an NP head. In <7> the 
Participle is glossed as'---- who sing<s>', as for third person 
singular, ts~n~m~n~stse 'he who sings, he who sang, the singer'. 
The symbol 3' indicates obvlatlve, the "other• third person, 
common in Algonquian grammar, sometimes called a fourth person. 

( 7) J ts~n~menHo /t~-n~men~-t6/ 

2 ts~n~men~to /U-n~men~-to/ 

JPL ts~ndmen~tse /U-ndmend-ttU 
2PL tsdndmenhe /U-n~mend-sU 

3 ts~ndmdnhtse /U-ndmen~-ht/ 

3PL ts~ndmenhe /U-ndmen~-se/ 

3' tsdndmen~tsese /t~-ndmen~-te-se/ 

The final suffix indicated phonemically is the synchronic 
Cheyenne marker of person. /-te/ Is the conjunct marker of 
obviation. An alternate suffix for the third person plural 
Participle is /-so/. I have heard this from at least one male 
elder. 

2.2.3. INDICATIVE. Like the Participle, Conjunct 
Indicatives begin with the prefix~-. This prefix must then 
be followed by one or more preverbs. In the absence of any 
another preverb, the morpheme /h-/ must be present. This 
morpheme encodes past tense in Independent order verbs. In the 
conjunct it likewise encodes past tense but it has also been 
extended to encode Location, Reason, and some other non-nuclear2 
semantic roles, Hence, In the appropriate discourse context, 
the first verb of the following Indicative paradigm·may be 
translated as 'when I sang' or 'where I sang' or, less 
frequently, even as 'because I sang': 
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(8) 1 tsl!hnl!menl!to /t4-h-nl!menl!-t6/ 
2 tsl!hnl!menUo /t4-h-n4men4-to/ 
IPL ts4hn4menHse /tl!-h-ndmenl!-t4/ 
2PL tsdhn4men4se /t4-h-n4men4-s4/ 
3 ts4hnl!ml!nhe /t4-h-n4men4-s/ 
3PL tsl!hn4menl!v0se /td-h-n4men4-v6s/ 
3' tsl!hnl!men~tshe /tl!-h-n4menl!-te-s/ 

Some verbs taking the Indicative suHixes, but with other 
preverbs are: Causal tsl!-h-v4'-n4menl!v0se 'because they sang', 
Reason tsl!-x-hl!se-ndm4n,se 'the reason why he sang', and 
Complement tsd-he~e-n4menl!se 'that you <pl.> sang', 

We mentioned, at the beginning of this section, that verbs 
of the Indicative set take the ts4- prefix. Actually, there is 
also a small set of pronoun-like conjunct verbs which I label as 
Constitutive, which take the Indicative suffix set, but which do 
not take the tsd- pref ix. Examples are ndh-nd~4-v0se 'the two 
of them, both of them' and n4s-t0x4-tse 'all of us', both of 
which take a /ndh-/ prefix. I label these forms Constitutive 
because they have a meaning having to do with encompassing or 
·constituting the entirety of a quantity. Constitutive 
•pronouns• seem related to another set of Conjunct •pronouns• 
which do take the prefix.!.§.!- and which typically function 
emphatically, e.g. tsl!-h-n4eh6v4-tse 'ourselves, by ourselves', 
Neither set of Conjunct •pronouns• is well understood. Further 
discussion is not germane to the focus of this paper. 

2.2.4. SUBJU'ICTIVE. We Illustrate the Subjunctive paradigm 
set with the Jrreal is prefix /mah-/, which in some senH• is the 
unmarked member of the set of eight prefixes which take 
Subjunctive suffixes. /mah-/ encodes yet to be realized actions 
or qualities and, particularly with the addition of the preverb 
lv4'-I, conditionality: 

(9) I mAhn4men4to /mah-ndmenl!-t6/ 
2 mAhn4men~ to /mah-n4men4-to/ 
IPL mAhnl!men4tse /mah-nl!men4-U/ 
2Pl mAhn4men4se /mah-nl!men4-sU 
3 mAhn4rnl!nh tse /mah-n4rne nl!-h ti 
3Pl mAhnl!menl!vOhtse /mah-ndmenl!-voht/ 
3' mAhn4men~tshtse /mah-nl!rnenl!-te-ht/ 

The 3PL verb, as an example, would be glossed as 'when they 
sing', referring to action which has not yet occurred. With the 
conditional preverb, we obtain mAhvd'nl!menl!vOhtse 'if they 
sing', 

Examples of forms taking the Subjunctive suffixes but with 
other prefixes are: 
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(JO) Subjunctive Iterative 
h6'-n~men~v0htse 'when<ever> they sing/sang, if they 

sing' 

<11> Infinitive 
~-me'-hele-n~men~-vOhtse 'how they should sing' 
PFX-should-REL-sing-3PL 

<12> Optative 
mom6xe-n~men~vOhtse '(J wish) they would sing' 

(13) Polar Interrogative <Polar = Yes/No> 
~6-n~men~vOhtse '(J wonder> whether they sang' 

<14> Identity Interrogative 
he'-t6n~l~v~v0htse 'whatever they were doing' 

<15) Contraindicative 
mAa's~6=n~men~vOhtse 'I thought they had sung (but 

they hadn't>' 

(16) Dubitative 
m6=x-ho'n6-nernen~-v0htse 'they must not have sung' 
DUB-PST-NEG-slng-3PL 

It is easily seen that the prefixes carry a critical 
semantic role in determining how the various Conjunct forms 
function. Several, perhaps most, of the prefixes derive from 
erstwhile particles, preverbs, or even verb roots, but most have 
grammaticalized to become true morphological prefixes in 
presentday Cheyenne. We note, for instance, that the Optative 
prefix <12) is historically related to the verb root mom6htsem-
'to beseech someone'. In an unpubl lshed paper (Leman 1987a> I 
have suggested that the pref ix hd'- may derive from the relative 
preverb .!!.Q..:- 'to such an extent, arrive'. The Contraindicative 
"prefix" probably can still function phonologically as a 
separate word, a particle <thus written in Leman 1980:111). It 
typicatly'cliticizes to the Conjunct verb it governs, the 
junction indicated in (15) by clitic "=",rather than morpheme 
(prefix) boundary•-•. 

There have been some labeling changes as I have studied the 
Conjunct categories. (10) was previously <Leman 1980 1 1987:433) 
simply labeled Iterative. (13 1 14> have slightly modified 
labels •. 

The Conjunct Dubitatlve is aberrant in terms of synchronic 
categorization. It Is morphosyntactically a Conjunct verb, but 
it functions as an Independent verb. It is simply the negative 
counterpart of the Independent Dubltative. The Conjunct 
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Dubitative reflects historical governance of the conjunct by a 
negative particle. This Conjunct paradigm, for many presentday 
speakers, has been reanalyzed to include the Independent 
Dubitative clitic /m6=/. Many other speakers, however, do not 
Include the Dubitative /m6=/. 

2.2.5.J. ITERATIVE. The true Iterative paradigm takes a 
verb-final I-et/: 

( 17) 1 
2 
IPL 
2PL 
3 
3PL 
3' 

Ohnemene tonOt se 
Ohnemenetos~stse 
Ohnemenetsee'tstse 
Ohnemenesee'tstse 
Ohnemenhhtse 
Ohnemenevoststse 
Ohnemenetsesfstse 

/oh-nemene-ton-ot/ 
/oh-nemene-tos-et/ 
/oh-nemene-te-et/ 
/oh-nemene-se-et/ 
/oh-nemene-s-et/ 
/oh-nemene-vos-et/ 
/oh-nemene-te-s-et/ 

The pref ix plus suffixes together give the Idea of 'whenever 
such and such occurs/occurred'. So, the first person plural 
verb of <17> would be glossed as 'whenever we sing' or 'whenever 
we sang'. The prefix /oh-/ is sometimes omitted, especially in 
rapid speech. The Iterative can refer to events which have not 
yet occurred, but which are the normal set of circumstances. 
Once I was told <Leman 1980:204>: 

<18) h!t!t!keho eohkthene'en!n6vo to'sthoo'kOhoo'•?tse. 
ants know· going.to-rain-ITER 

eohkeesevonthneo'o h!t~tkeomee'e 
they.crawl.Into ant-lodge 

'Ants know when it's going t9 rain. They crawl into their 
homes.' 

The third word of (18> is an Inanimate Intransitive (IJ> 
Conjunct Iterative. Note that the speaker omitted the /oh-/ 
pref ix. 

The verb-final /-et/ Iterative morpheme is suffixed after 
Conjunct person markers. <There Is a morphophonemic change to 
1-otl for first person singular.) Synchronically, the person 
markers appear to be those of the Indicative suffix set. There 
is a minor historical complication involving loss of personal 
suffix-final 1-nl and /-s/ for f lrst and second singular, 
respettively. Because of this apparent structural relationship, 
it may be possible to say that the Iterative paradigm is 
actually a subset of the Indicative paradigm. Semantically, 
there are important differences, but stru~turally this 
relationship may allow us to say there are actually only three 
major suffix sets. 
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I have found it difficult to characterize the difference in 
meaning between forms using the Subjunctive Iterative pref ix 
<h6/-, above> and the true Iteratives. Even though forms with 
!!.Q.:- can sometimes be translated as 'when<ever)' 1 I assume, at 
this point, that there is typically a greater degree of 
conditionality encoded by the Subjunctive. This is borne out by 
its use within a text "The Whiteman and the Coyote• (Leman 
1987b:320) where the whiteman says of the coyote: 

(19) H6'taonmo naa mato h6't3hAemo nAme'taon3hAx~stsena~ho 
'If I hit him or if I startle him I might cause him to 

be bloodshot' 

The translation with conditional 'if' was supplied by a Cheyenne 
speaker. With the addition of the preverb n~~e- to the 
Subjunctive Iterative prefix, we obtain a Concessive, which is 
semantically related to conditionality, e.g. 

(20) H6'-n~~~-hAo'omen~h~to h~ts~h~to ho'fva 
'Even though I am poor here on earth, 

nAvAhtomen~m~ne 

I still sing' 

(20) is taken from a popular Cheyenne church song 
<Tsese-Ma'heone-NemeotOtse 1982:141>. Cheyenne Concessives are 
tranc.:.lated by English 'even though' and c.:.ometimec.:. by 'even H'. 

2.2.5.2. PROPER NAME PARTICIPLES. We should note that some 
proper name participles are formed by using the /oh-/ prefix and 
Participle suffix, e.g. 

<21> Oht-amevon~hn~-stse 'Crawler' 
PFX-crawl-3 <lit. the one who crawls) 

Prefix-final /t/ of Oht- is Intrusive, inserted before a vowel. 
Note that proper name participles do not use the I-et/ Iterative 
suffix, but, rather, suffixes of the Participle set. 

2.2.5.3. CONTRA-OBLIGATIVE. Another Conjunct form, labeled 
here as Contra-obligative (but Obllgatlve in Leman 1980:110, 
1987:433) 1 ~lso uses the I-et/ ffnal suffix: 

C22> A-h-n~men~-vos-~stse 'they should have sung' 
PFX-PST-sing-3PL-ITER 

A complete Contra-obllgatlve paradigm would look like the true 
Iterative paradigm (17>, except for prefixes. The 
Contra-obi igatlve occurs rarely today. I have only heard it in 
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direct elicitation; I cannot recall seeing it in any texts. It 
seems difficult for speakers to process the Contra-obligative 
which suggests that it is being lost. Although it is 
morphosyntactically of the Conjunct order, like the Conjunct 
Dubitative, it may function as if it were of the Jndependent 
order. Petter <1952:103) mentions the !- pref ix, shows the 
sharing of Iterative suffixation, and gives glosses with 'ought 
to'. There is no further labeling or explanation. 

3. SEMANTIC UNJTI ES. We have shown that there are four 
structural suffix sets in Conjunct paradigms. One, the 
Iterative, may be a subset of the Indicative, reducing the 
number of sets to three. To return to our original question, 
are there, then, three or four Conjunct modes? Unlike with the 
analysis of the number of Independent order modes, the answer to 
this question is not clearcut. But we can attempt an answer 
based on what we have seen in the data. 

First, as noted, we can structurally categorize Conjunct 
verbs according to the three or four suffix sets which they use. 
Cheyenne speakers are sensitive to •errors• made in selecting a 
suffix from the wrong suffix set. 

Second, although semantic unities are often more elusive to 
categorical observations than structural ones, we can still note 
semantic relationships within the three or four posited Conjunct 
sets. 

Conjunct Indicative forms refer to verbal actions and 
states which have •reference•, that is, have already occurred or 
are believed will occur. Hence, there is a semantic unity to 
the kinds of semantic propositions encoded by Conjunct 
Indicatives, e.g. Locatives <telling where a specific action 
occurred>, Temporal <when an action occurrred>, Causal <telling 
why some action occurred or is believed to occur>, and 
Complement ('that' some action occurred>. 

There is semant1c variety among the forms taking the 
different prefixes of the Subjunctive suffix set verb. But a 
semantic unity can be found among all the members of the 
Subjunctive set which contrasts with the Indicative nature of 
the preceding set. The Irrealis refers to an action or state 
which has not occurred, and which may not occur. There is a 
strong conditional flavor to the Jrrealis. The Infinitive, an 
as Yft ill understood construction, refers not to actions which 
are presumed to have occurred, but to those which someho•JJ 
'should' occur. The real is element of the Indicative Complement 
is apparently missing from the Subjunctive Infinitive which is 
another kind of complement. The Optative ob11iously has a 
Subjunctive, non-real is flavor, as does the Polar Interrogative 
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which indicates 'yes/no' uncertainty about some (syntactically 
embedded) proposition. The Identity Interrogative indicates a 
kind of uncertainty about the identity of an action or 
individuals. The Contraindicative encodes a proposition which 
had been presumed true incorrectly, a clear retreat from a 
r·eal is ~:.tate. 

As noted earlier, J cannot explain why the 
Contra-obi igatiue takes the Iterative suffix. 

We have properly been trying to see if there are legitimate 
semantic unities among forms taking the different suffix sets. 
1,~e can nc•te, in pas=· i ng, that ther·e ma>' even be a s.eman tic unit)• 
among forms which take the same prefix but different suffix. 
The foremost example is ts~-, prefix for most participles and 
for Conjunct Indicatives. I suggest that this pref ix may encode 
referentiality, that is the l?f- Participles refer to nominal 
entities which are believed to exist or which are spoken of as 
if they do, as when one might say, vo'~stane tsfnfmfn~stst 'a 
person who sings'. In contrast, there is no presumption of 
referentiality with Cheyenne nouns. Both nouns and participles 
may be definitized through use of adjectival demonstratives. 
l,~hile Participles reference nominal entities, Conjunct 
Indicatives reference events or states which are presumed to 
have occurred, be true, or are otherwise in a realis state. 

4. DIACHRONIC SUPPORT. Is there historical support for 
r·educ ing the number- of different Conjunct modes in Cheyenne from 
twelve or so to a much sma11er number, say, four or three? I 
believe there is. 

Hockett <1950:279> posits six Conjunct modes for Fox which, 
he says, "shows the largest number of modes of parallel 
formation" (of the Central Algonquian languages), 

lndic.~tive pya:f i 'that he comes' -i lndic. 
SubJunc ti ve pya:te ... if he come=·' -e ··subj • 
lnjuncti1Je pya:fe 'let him come' -ye I nj. 
Iterative P>'a:fini 'whenever he corr:es' -ini Jter. 
Llnr·ea 1 pya: tehe I if he had come' -ehe Unrea 1 
Part i c i p 1 e pya: ta 'one who comes' -a Part. 

The personal ending for the third person is /-t/ 1 which mutates 
<an Algonquian process of patal ization) to~ preceding a high 
front vo•,oJel or semivo•1Jel. The first person personal ending is 
/-yarn/, as !:.een in the following <Hockett 1950:279): 
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Indicati11e P>'a:ya:ni 'that I come' 
Subjunctive pya: ya :ne , if J come/ 
Injunctive 
Iterative pya:ya:nini 'whenever I come' 
Unreal pya: ya :nehe , if I had come' 
Participle pya:ya:ni , J who come' 

The mode suffixes, seen to the right of the third person 
par-adigm, are used in each pers.on in Fox, loJith the exception 
that the first and second person Participles use the same ending 
as the Indicative. 

Jn Cheyenne, there has been widespread loss of verb-final 
vowels through apocope. So it should not be surprising, as is 
·the case, that most Algonquian mode vowels are los.t in Cheyenne. 
The effect of those word-final vowels, however, is still 
retained in phonological alternations which differentiate the 
Conjunct suffix sets. <Again, as noted at the beginning, the 
distinctions are maximally clear only in the third person.> 

ln Cheyenne third person Conjunct forms there is an h.!/~ 

alternation. This is the expected alternation by regular sound 
law of the Algonquian <specifically, here, Fox) mutation 
alternation between 1 and~. So, while Cheyenne has lost 
Algonquian Conjunct mode vowels, it still retains mode 
distinctions by alternations in personal suffixes. 

let us suggest that Cheyenne has four modes in the 
Conjunct, reflected structurally in the third person <maximally 
in third person plural and obviative> and through semantic 
unities. We can then compare the Fox and Cheyenne Conjunct mode 
inventories according to third person singular endings: 

Fox Cheyenne 

Indicative t s 
Subjunctive t ht 
Injunctive t 
Iterative t-ini s.-e t (third person + Iterative) 
Unreal t ht (Cheyenne Polar lnterr·og. ?> 
Participle t ht 

Whereas in Fox the mode vrn>Jels which conditioned mutation wer·e 
retained, they ha11e been lost by apocope in the Cheyenne third 
person singular, except in the Iterative, where its loss was 
blod'.ed because the conditioning Algonquian vowel is 
penultimate, rather than ultimate. 

The Cheyenne Iterative suffix /-et/ is cognate with Fox 
Iterative /-ini/ by regular sound law. Jn the first person, 
Cheyenne /-t6/ is cognate with Fox /-ya :n/. I suggest that the 
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Cheyenne cognate of the Fox suffix-final /n/ of the first person 
is retained in the Cheyenne Iterative, Ohnfmen6to-n-6tse 
'whenever I sang' <the appropriate Cheyenne /n/ is blocked off 
b>· hyphen!:.), 

The Cheyenne Polar Interrogative may correspond to the Fox 
Unreal mode. J suggest that this Cheyenne category is today a 
!:.ubmode of the Che)'enne Subjunctive. The i:.tatus of submode is 1 

I suggest, held by all other Cheyenne categories which are 
subsumed under the four main modes, Participle, Indicative, 
Subjunctive, and Iterative. Just because the Polar 
lr.ter·r·ogative or other category is cla!:.sified as a submode does 
not make it less important semantically within Cheyenne. In 
fact, the difficulty of classifying the mode categories of 
the Cheyenne Conjunct suggests that the semantics of the 
Conjunct prefixes are probably at least as important to Cheyenne 
speakers, if not more so, than are the less phonologically 
salient varying suffix sets. 

5, How many Conjunct modes, then, are there in Cheyenne? 
There are, I suggest four, but because the Iterative seems 
structurally related to the Indicative there may only be three. 
We have suggested semantic support for our reduced mode number 
analysis. It is quite possible that our reduced number of 
Conjunct modes is not nearly as salient to Cheyenne speakers as 
is the firm number of five mode categories of the Independent 
order-. If it is even possible to measure such salience, it must 
await further study. 

NOTES 

!Diacritics used are: '=high,~= mid, '=lowered high, 
and • = voiceless. A hyphen indicates a morpheme boundary, 
while the equals sign indicates cliticization. The apostrophe 
represents glottal stop. See Leman and Rhodes Cl97B> for 
discussion of Cheyenne devoicing and other important 
phonological processes. See Leman (J9BJ) for discussion of the 
rules which adjust Cheyenne pitches. 

2) here use the term non-nuclear for clausal roles other 
than Subject ~typically semantic Agent) or Object (including 
Patient and Recipient), Location, Goal, Source, Time, 
Instrument, R•ason, etc. are non-nuclear. 
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